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Q2 2021 Summary
In the first quarter of this year, markets adjusted to the prospect of the vaccination
programme facilitating a return of ‘normality’. A concern was that the vast array of
stimulus plans would lead to high inflation, and expectations grew that central banks
would raise interest rates sooner rather than later. In the second quarter, we have seen
these views moderate and bonds recovered some of the losses of the first quarter,
with equity markets in many parts of the world making fresh highs. The rotation out of
technology and growth stocks into pandemic recovery plays and value stocks also partially
reversed with the bond market move. With both bonds and equities moving up, it was
generally a good quarter for investors.

At a glance
• Inflation concerns have moderated
• Central banks indicate only gradual tightening on the horizon
• Government bonds recover
• Equity markets continue to rise
• Quality growth resumes leadership of the market
• Vaccinations offset new variant concerns
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“With the view from
central banks on both sides of the
Atlantic, that inflation is transitory,
earlier fear expressed by investors’ was
reduced, with the market also now
in-line with this view”
Iain Ramsay,
Chief Investment Officer
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Macro
Summary
As a result of the enormous fiscal and monetary
stimulus to counter the pandemic’s economic
impact, inflation fears have dominated much of the
discussion around the outlook for investors. The
US Consumer Price Inflation (CPI) rose to 5% yearon-year, somewhat higher than economists had
predicted. However, many of the factors that drove
4
this
figure higher may be seen as transitory. Supply

shortages due to cuts in production, combined with

Macro summary

strong demand as restrictions ease have created

a significant supply and demand mismatch, which
may correct over time. One of the most extreme

examples of this was the US lumber market where
prices soared 178% in the early months of this year,
and in May CNN reported that this added $36,000
to the cost of a new house. This gain has been
largely reversed.
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long-dated bond yields has supported the returning
outperformance of quality growth stocks; these are
the type we have generally favoured.

Macro Summary continued

Labour statistics have also been distorted during

The pandemic is not over, and while the UK and

the pandemic. The furlough scheme in the UK and

US have led the way in terms of vaccinations, many

similar schemes elsewhere have reduced the level

countries are still lagging way behind. Whilst large

of unemployment in the officially reported statistics.

parts of the global population remain unvaccinated,

However, as the global economy reopens, there

there is a high risk of new variants arising which

appears to be a shortage of people to fill jobs. This

may yet delay the global economic recovery.

may moderate as the various schemes unwind;

Although President Biden’s spending plans on

however, finding people with the right skills in the

infrastructure and tax rises have moderated, when

right places may prove difficult for some months to

they are eventually implemented, this will provide

come, and may slow the economic recovery.

support to the world’s largest economy. Despite the
risks, we can look forward to a continued economic

Away from the pandemic, authorities in China

recovery which should be positive for equity

continue to crack down on opposition in Hong

markets.

Kong and on some of the technology companies
that have grown rapidly in the last few years. While
there are signs that the population may be peaking,
the Chinese economy will continue to grow, and
Asia more widely should continue to lead economic
growth in the years to come. However, given the
political risks, positive equity returns may come
with additional volatility.
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Fixed Income
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Fixed income
As the developed world ramped up their

headline inflation increasing by 5% over the past

vaccination programs, investors looked ahead of

year, above consensus estimates. Whilst some

the pandemic and assessed the prevailing inflation

investors may be surprised to see that bond yields

narrative. During the first quarter, government

fell following the highest inflation number since

bond yields rose sharply as concerns mounted

2008, we believe it was the market recognising

that enormous fiscal and monetary stimulus could

that initial fears were disproportionate. Looking

result in a new inflationary regime. Should the view

through the detail of the report, it provided further

pan out, this could lead to a much faster pace of

evidence that strong pressures are generally from

monetary policy tightening as central banks would

“transitory” factors, in line with central banks’

then be behind the curve and look to correct a

communications.

potential policy mistake.
The May Consumer Price Index (CPI) report showed headline
inflation increasing 5% over the past year, but the market seems
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change this view, the current level of loose

policy alone is insufficient to bring about longer-term inflation.
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barrel for the first time since May 2019. Secondly, the supply
chain disruptions have impacted a whole host of industries,
but it has had a significant impact on the automotive sector.

Fixed Income continued

quarter, Brent Crude Oil futures contracts moved

As such, we can expect the Fed to announce their

above $70 a barrel for the first time since May

intention to taper its current purchases of $120

2019. Secondly, the supply chain disruptions have

billion a month during the second half of the year.

impacted a whole host of industries, but it has

However, it is likely to take several quarters before

had a significant impact on the automotive sector.

they stop purchases altogether. The very gradual

Demand for cars and trucks has been exceptionally

policy response, combined with less eye-catching

strong as most of the population has avoided

inflation numbers going forward, resulted in lower

the use of public transport during the pandemic.

government bond yields, with the exception of

Stimulus cheques have provided further impetus.

Eurozone sovereigns. The latter have been affected

On the other hand, the supply of new vehicles

by inconsistent policy communication from the

remains constrained by a lack of semiconductor

European Central Bank and a later start to the

chips, as foundries face enormous backlogs

vaccination effort.
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of orders, resulting in some manufacturers
being forced to temporarily stop production.
Consequently, there has been strong demand for

other examples of transitory impacts, such as airline fares, with

second-hand vehicles, where prices have risen by

carriers now facing a surge of demand given the reopening

Government bond yields have stopped their sharp rise
as inflation fears have abated
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car prices. Rental car operators sold inventory early
on in the crisis, and prices are now up a staggering
110%. There are many
other examples of transitory impacts, such as
of demand given the reopening in the US, but
struggling to get enough pilots recertified; or hotels,
that are operating with a limited capacity.
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International Equities

continue to dominate in 2021, with the former up

It has been hard to miss the headlines around

11% and the latter up 21% in share price terms in
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Alphabet, parent company of search behemoth

“Alphabet, parent company of search
behemoth Google, saw another 21%
in Q2 2021, and has added more than $500 billion
increase in its share price in Q2 2021, and
to its market capitalisation so far this year. Just
has added more than $500 billion to its
this growth is equivalent to five times the market
market capitalisation so far this year.”

After a brief switch in market leadership, growth has once
again outperformed value in the second quarter of 2021
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during the quarter. Many of the trends that provided a tailwind
for growth stocks during the pandemic, remain in place. Despite

UK Equities

a spectacular 2020, online businesses like Amazon and Zalando

Towards the end of the last three months, the UK saw the fifth
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Equities continued

UK Equities
Towards the end of the last three months, the UK
saw the fifth anniversary of the Brexit vote. Over
the five years between the 23rd June 2016 and
30th June 2021, the FTSE 100 Index rose by just
under 35%, on a total return basis. By comparison,
the S&P 500 Index in the US more than doubled,
up 140% in sterling terms. The UK may be home
to one of the largest stock markets in the world,
however, it represents less than 5% of the global
equity index. For many investors, the potential
for post-Brexit uncertainty (regulation, trading,
currency, and political leadership) was enough of a
reason to invest elsewhere. This only tells half the
story, however, because the strong gain in the S&P
500 Index over the same timeframe is a reminder
that we have been living in a fast-changing world.
Technological and scientific progress has created
new success stories, much disruption and pressure
on profitability for those companies that have
been slow to adapt. In broad terms, US companies
have been winners and UK stocks have suffered
from concerns that the FTSE 100 Index is underrepresented by growth stocks, and heavily skewed
towards cyclical sectors like energy and banks.

“ There are three main reasons why
global investors have increased their
relative exposure since the turn of the
year. The first is related to the weight
of cyclical stocks as investors look to
capitalise on a strong recovery. Secondly,
the UK is now materially cheaper than it
once was; and thirdly, this has led to a
number of bids for UK companies from
overseas investors.”
James Follows, Head of UK Equities, LGT

This is, of course, a very broad depiction of the
factors that have encouraged investors around
the world to prefer one market over another.
However, it is hard to argue with the fact that
UK listed companies have not emerged as global
leaders in key growth areas such as e-commerce,
cloud computing, software and social media. This
reflects a multitude of factors including historic
underinvestment in research and development.
There are no real signs that this is changing, so it
is very unlikely that the UK stock market will be a
global winner on a longer-term basis. However,
there are three main reasons why global investors
have increased their relative exposure since the
turn of the year. The first is related to the weight of
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Equities continued
cyclical stocks as investors look to capitalise on a
strong recovery. Secondly, the UK is now materially
cheaper than it once was; and thirdly, this has
led to a number of bids for UK companies from
overseas investors.
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outperformance by the UK is a moot point, but
equally, it is a good reason why the bargain hunting
by overseas predators may continue.
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“Alphabet, parent company
of search behemoth Google, saw
another 21% increase in its share
price in Q2 2021, and has added
more than $500 billion to its market
capitalisation so far this year.”
Russell Harrop,
Head of International Equities, LGT
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Alternative
Investments

Property/Infrastructure

The diverging performance of commercial

The continued reopening of the global economy

property, between industrial and logistics relative

during the second quarter saw property and

to retail, continued to widen during the quarter.

infrastructure post positive returns. In the UK,

Even though the economy is reopening, the

residential property prices saw their biggest annual

restrictions and change in habits means that

increase during the quarter since June 2014. This

the recovery in retail may be patchy. We do not

rally was supported by the stamp duty holiday,

expect to see pre-pandemic levels of activity in

which was extended to June 2021. In addition,

this segment of the market for the next few years.

the demand for more spacious living conditions

As we have seen with the recent private equity

meant that households desired to trade up. The

interest in UK supermarket Morrisons due to low

expectation is for house prices to remain resilient

valuations, some retailers are more resilient than

despite the end of the tax holiday. This is due

others. Supermarkets have continued to trade

to both a pick-up in economic activity, as well as

strongly through the pandemic. Prime yields on

working from home remaining commonplace.

supermarkets have fallen to 4%, and out-of-town
supermarket space remains attractive. The office

“On aggregate, household balance sheets
remain healthy, and furlough schemes
have avoided permanent scarring as the
economy reopens. We have also seen
strong residential property moves in
America and Europe, for similar reasons.”
Meena Lakshmanan, Head of Alternative
Investments, LGT

sector is still challenging to call over the near term.
An entrenched work-from-home trend reduces the
need for office space. Existing lease agreements
mean that the immediate savings are often quite
modest unless space can be sub-let (the average
unexpired lease term is around nine years). Given
the low level of new office buildings in the UK, this
should prevent a repeat of the Global Financial
Crisis when office rents fell by 17%. Whilst the drop
in demand for retail space is more structural in

On aggregate, household balance sheets remain

nature, office demand may be more cyclical. We

healthy, and furlough schemes have avoided

continue to expect office rents to recover from

permanent scarring as the economy reopens. We

2022 onwards.

have also seen strong residential property moves
in America and Europe, for similar reasons. The

There is expected to be a rise in capital expenditure

affordability of mortgages remains good, so long as

across all segments of property as landlords and

interest rates do not rise too quickly. Bank balance

owners will have to comply with increasing green

sheets also remain solid despite the pandemic,

regulation. Although this is a short-term burden,

given the high level of government support. We

long term, we believe these sustainability measures

therefore believe mortgage availability will remain

will enhance return rather than dilute them.

high, supporting the housing market.
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Alternative Investments continued

Targeted Absolute Return

Despite seeing a slowing in Special Purpose

Targeted Absolute Return funds had a flat quarter

Acquisition Company (SPAC) issuance, more

as a result of sharp reversals in both equity and

traditional corporate activity like mergers and

bond markets. June was particularly difficult as

acquisitions remains high. This provides a fertile

duration and bond-proxy equities rallied sharply.

investment environment for event driven strategies,

In addition, we saw a fall in asset class volatility

which we continue to favour. Outperformance of

providing fewer trading opportunities for most

macro strategies during tail events outweigh their

strategies. The exception to this was trend following

underperformance like the quarter just gone, and

strategies, which were resilient because of the

therefore may be used as potential diversifiers in

reversals within asset classes. Unlike the first

portfolios. The reason for a weak second quarter

quarter of 2021, there were no exogenous events

was the sharp bond moves as central banks

like the “Reddit” rally, or the Archegos family office

remained dovish and reiterated their view that

collapse, which caused strategy weakness. So long

inflation is transitory and not a long-term problem.

as monetary policy remains loose, we will continue
to see the survival of ‘zombie firms’ and rerating of

We do not expect the correlation between equities

growth stocks. In this environment, shorting can be

and bonds to become positive, but the return from

dangerous.

bonds remains subdued, and therefore a more
nuanced multi-asset strategy may be the preferred

“Despite seeing a slowing in Special
Purpose Acquisition Company (SPAC)
issuance, more traditional corporate
activity like mergers and acquisitions
remains high. This provides a fertile
investment environment for event driven
strategies, which we continue to favour.”
Meena Lakshmanan, Head of Alternative
Investments, LGT
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option for the coming quarters. Our experience
has shown that the best way to invest in targeted
absolute return is not to group all strategies and
managers together but to choose each investment
for its own merit and risk management ability.

Key Market Data
Key market data (as at 30 June 2021)
Asset class

Level

1m %

3m %

6m %

1y %

3y %

5y %

YTD %

FTSE All-Share (GBP)

4015

0.2

5.6

11.1

21.5

6.3

36.9

11.1

S&P 500 (USD)

4298

2.3

8.5

15.3

40.8

67.1

125.4

15.3

Euro Stoxx 50 (EUR)

4064

0.7

4.9

16.1

28.2

28.0

59.8

16.1

28792

-0.1

-1.2

5.8

31.3

36.9

103.6

5.8

3017

1.5

7.7

13.0

39.0

52.1

99.6

13.0

701

-0.3

4.0

6.8

39.3

40.0

91.7

6.8

1375

0.2

5.0

7.4

40.9

37.8

84.5

7.4

UK

0.72

-0.1

-0.1

0.5

0.5

-0.6

-0.2

0.5

US

1.47

-0.1

-0.3

0.6

0.8

-1.4

0.0

0.6

-0.21

0.0

0.1

0.4

0.2

-0.5

-0.1

0.4

0.06

0.0

0.0

0.0

0.0

0.0

0.3

0.0

1770

-7.2

3.7

-6.8

-0.6

41.3

33.9

-6.8

75

8.4

18.2

45.0

82.6

-5.4

51.2

45.0

GBP-USD

1.38

-2.7

0.3

1.2

11.5

4.7

3.9

1.2

GBP-EUR

1.17

0.4

-0.7

4.3

5.7

3.2

-2.6

4.3

EUR-USD

1.19

-3.0

1.1

-2.9

5.6

1.5

6.8

-2.9

111.11

1.4

0.4

7.6

2.9

0.3

7.7

7.6

Equity indices (total return) *

Nikkei 225 (JPY)
MSCI World (USD)
MSCI AC Asia Pacific ex Japan (USD)
MSCI Emerging Markets (USD)

10 year bond yields **

Germany
Japan

Commodities (USD)
Gold
Oil

Currency

USD-JPY

Source: Bloomberg, ICE, London Stock Exchange, MSCI, Standard & Poor’s, Stoxx Tokyo Stock Exchange
*Performance is given on total return indices, but the levels are for the main indices.
** Displayed as absolute changes in yields, rather than percentages.
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AHR Model Portfolios
Cumulative Returns %
1m %

3m %

6m %

YTD %

1y %

3y %

5y %

AHR GBP Defensive

1.29

2.92

1.01

1.01

5.54

18.64

34.03

AHR GBP Cautious

2.07

4.33

3.60

3.60

10.60

24.85

50.84

AHR GBP Balanced

3.14

5.53

5.31

5.31

14.66

37.83

78.20

AHR GBP Growth

3.67

6.45

7.23

7.23

19.77

48.45

102.98

AHR GBP Speculator

4.18

7.32

9.12

9.12

24.00

54.13

118.97

AHR USD Defensive

1.18

3.90

4.05

4.05

13.87

31.91

46.09

AHR USD Cautious

1.37

4.79

5.54

5.54

17.81

36.51

57.39

AHR USD Balanced

1.43

5.49

6.98

6.98

24.18

46.57

85.75

AHR USD Growth

1.83

6.37

7.89

7.89

28.67

55.03

107.53

AHR USD Speculator

1.98

6.69

8.86

8.86

32.60

63.96

126.05

AHR EUR Defensive

1.99

3.29

5.23

5.23

11.48

22.21

35.41

AHR EUR Cautious

2.09

3.85

6.81

6.81

14.63

24.43

41.04

AHR EUR Balanced

2.60

5.08

9.37

9.37

18.8

31.37

54.46

AHR EUR Growth

3.75

5.87

10.40

10.40

23.84

50.07

91.64

AHR EUR Speculator

3.46

6.31

10.97

10.97

28.71

55.36

101.5

AHR GBP Defensive ESG

1.93

3.60

3.40

3.40

10.94

25.55

47.10

AHR GBP Cautious ESG

3.17

4.78

4.71

4.71

13.70

31.53

59.73

AHR GBP Balanced ESG

3.33

5.26

6.03

6.03

19.59

42.37

82.95

AHR GBP Growth ESG

4.12

6.37

7.40

7.40

22.16

48.00

92.76

AHR GBP Speculator ESG

4.79

7.34

9.01

9.01

25.24

52.50

104.55

GBP

USD

EUR

GBP
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Get in touch today to find out how, with the right
wealth structuring, you can reach your goals and
your dream future can become a reality.
Visit: 		
Email:

ahrprivatewealth.com
info@ahrprivatewealth.com

YORKSHIRE

LONDON

SURREY

DUBAI

Regent Court
St Mary’s Street
Penistone
South Yorkshire
S36 6DT

48 Warwick Street
London
W1B 5NL

Robert Denholm
House,
Bletchingly Road,
Surrey
RH1 4HW

1201 Marina Plaza
Tower
Dubai Marina
Dubai
214909

MAURITIUS

KUALA LUMPUR

SYDNEY

MELBOURNE

33 Edith Cavell Street
11324
Port Louis
Mauritius

19-126 Equatorial
Plaza
Kuala Lumpur
50250

3501 One Barangaroo
Tower, Sydney
New South Wales
2000

2701, 101 Collins
Street, Melbourne,
Victoria 3000,
Australia

